BUTCHER IN A JAR
FINE DINING FOR THE
MODERN HOUSEHOLD

PERFORMANCE INSIDE

BUTCHER IN A JAR
FINE DINING FOR THE MODERN HOUSEHOLD
Home-made meals from the deli kitchen
YOUR HEAD START.

GETTING STARTED IS EASY!

A BROAD RANGE IS REQUIRED.

MINIMAL EFFORT – ON ALL SIDES.

The discussion as to whether the rapidly growing convenience

Your customers have a certain learned set of expectations when

What is the sound of one hand clapping? It makes about as

Our “Butcher in a Jar” dishes are preserved by simply boiling

market is good or bad, is moot. It is what it is. Consumers are

it comes to your product range. Outstanding sausages – defi-

much noise as a range that only includes a single dish. To really

them down. We have deliberately avoided the more complex

cooking less, and at the same time demand for “home-made”

nitely expected. Fresh tuna sushi – not really expected. Great

cause a stir you need a selection of at least four or five dishes.

sterilisation process. For your customers it’s as simple as it

meals and “healthy” nutrition is growing. This, shall we say,

quality meat – definitely expected. Gluten-free veggie burgers –

With a shelf life of 2–3 months, depending on the variety, this is

could possibly be: heat the jar in the microwave or a bain marie,

somewhat hypocritical attitude, holds a huge opportunity for

not really expected. Of course everyone’s experience is differ-

easy to manage. And just as with a newly introduced machine,

or heat the contents in a pan – done.

the deli trade because products offered by the butcher and

ent, but you know what we’re getting at. So in the beginning it

there is a start-up phase. After all, people have to notice the new

delicatessen continue to be regarded as particularly high

doesn’t make much sense to offer exotic prepared dishes that

range and word has to get around. But you know that better than

quality, fresh and local. Ergo the same applies to the fresh-

your customers don’t already associate with your business.

we do.

ly prepared meals on sale in the butcher’s shop. Full speed

That’s why we’ve put together the “Butcher in a Jar” starter

ahead for the “Butcher in a Jar”!

pack, which for the most part reflects a more traditional range.
Besides, these types of dishes continue to be far more in
demand than smoked tofu cubes in seaweed sauce.

You’ll find Butcher in a Jar RECIPES on our website:

www.raps.at/en/newsblog/news/butcher-in-a-jar/
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MAIN DISH

MAIN DISH

GOULASH

SAUSAGE GOULASH

There’s a song about “A goulash and a mug of beer …” being all you need in life – and we’re inclined to agree! Goulash or goulash soup

If a tourist wearing socks with sandals thinks that goulash and sausage

has saved many a night owl from sure starvation and everyone knows the stories of goulash cooks who work in shifts over the stove, de-

goulash are the same thing, then as a local you could take that personally

voting hours to its preparation. But your customer is now better off because their steely butcher (whom they know and trust) is now also

and counter with the statement that everything north of Frankfurt belongs

flying the goulash flag – and slides the delicious elixir over the counter with a relaxed smile.

to East Frisia and the only difference between cod and salmon is the colour.
That should do it. Everyone else knows how delicious a sausage goulash is,
and the only debate to be had is whether the best choice is to eat it with
a crusty bread roll or a slice of hearty black bread.

GULASCHPASTE CL

BINDUNG FÜR SUPPEN UND SAUCEN

GULASCHPASTE CL

RINDER BOUILLON

PAPRIKA 25000

BINDUNG FÜR SUPPEN UND SAUCEN

Item No. 30845

Item No. 00597

Item No. 30845

Item No. 62003

Item No. 35023

Item No. 00597
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MAIN DISH

MAIN DISH

BOLOGNESE SAUCE

CURRYWURST

Yes, the world-famous minced beef sauce comes from Bologna and yes, the number of your customers who can make one for them-

It’s true that we don’t often agree with our neighbours, and certainly not when it comes to food. But hand on heart – even if it hurts a little

selves has fallen off a cliff. There’s a good reason why tinned Bolognese sauce is one of the most frequently bought ready meals.

to admit it – the invention by Berlin cook Herta Heuwer in the post-war period was an achievement of genius. So praise where praise is

But what about comparing it with your Bolognese sauce in a jar? Made with fresh meat, not sterilised to death and full of savoury

due, Since then, currywurst has also become a fixed feature in our native snack landscape. So let’s get it into a jar. Made from your own

tomato flavour. Basically you’re doing nothing different to every Nonna in Italy. Making a large pot full, cooking it down and filling it into

sausages and our genuine curry sauce, this dish is without doubt in a class of its own.

jars for storage.

BOLOGNESE PERFEKT

RINDERBOUILLON

PAPRIKA 25000

CURRYSAUCE FÜR CURRYWURST

BINDUNG FÜR SUPPEN UND SAUCEN

Item No. 31375

Item No. 62003

Item No. 35023

Item No. 62632

Item No. 00597
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MAIN DISH

MAIN DISH

CHILI CON CARNE

BEEF ROULADE

The world’s most famous one-pot dish comes from Tex-Mex cooking. In other words, the Mexican-influenced cuisine

Even for people who do cook now and again, a tasty beef roulade

of the southern United States. Chili is a bit like goulash – it takes time to prepare a good one. And here, once again, you

with delicious sauce is not a simple challenge. And even in cosy

are king of the counter. Because the people on the other side of the counter only have time for their mobiles, shopping

local bars, this wonderful dish is getting harder and harder to find.

and consuming cookery programmes that they can then talk about afterwards. “Talk” being the operative word. Thank

And once again you find yourself in the role of the saviour of Austrian

goodness you and your delicious “Butcher in a Jar” selection are here to turn words into deeds.

cuisine. Ready cooked, hearty beef roulade from the master butcher
– sounds just perfect. And that’s exactly how it tastes.

CHILI CON CARNE PERFEKT

RINDERBOUILLON

PAPRIKA 25000

BRAUNE ZWIEBELSAUCE

Item No. 31374

Item No. 62003

Item No. 35023

Item No. 62645
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MAIN DISH

MAIN DISH

TURKEY WITH RED PEPPER AND ONION SAUCE

LENTILS WITH BACON AND SAUSAGES

Finely sliced turkey in a delicate sauce with plenty of onion and the best red peppers, served with rice and

Lentil stew is one of the oldest one-pot dishes there is. Even the ancient Babylonians enjoyed this dish. Today, for some

perhaps a white wine spritzer. Now that sounds like a meal you could invite guests to share. And the fact that it’s

people lentils with bacon is a traditional mountain hut winter warmer, for others it’s a hearty workers’ dinner, for a

the clever butcher who is behind it all, well your customer doesn’t have to shout that from the rooftops. And here’s

third group it’s simply an excellent meal to share and for a tiny fourth group of “pulse objectors” it’s like a red rag to a

another little tip: there’s nothing to stop you offering your “Butcher in a Jar” dishes as part of your snack meals

bull. But there’s always currywurst for them. However you look at it, no one can resist the “Butcher in a Jar”.

service. On the contrary, if the customer likes it when eating in, they’ll also enjoy eating it at home.

BRATEN UND GRILLGEWÜRZ FEIN

PAPRIKA EDELSÜSS

BINDUNG FÜR SUPPEN UND SAUCEN

APFELESSIG

RINDERBOUILLON

MAJORAN GEREBELT

Item No. 62026

Item No. 34342

Item No. 00597

Item No. 62427

Item No. 62003

Item No. 00887
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MAIN DISH

MAIN DISH

MEATBALLS WITH TOMATO SAUCE

MEATBALLS WITH CREAMY SAUCE

Juicy minced meat in a fruity

Everyone knows – things just taste better with cream. This finely aromatic sauce goes perfectly with the

tomato sauce – kids aren’t the only

spicy meatballs and at the same time is the right accompaniment for the boiled potatoes. We should

ones who love this meal. If you like

also mention that you can put several portions of either meatball variety into a baking

it spicy, pep it up with a bit of hot

dish, cover with cheese and bake – wonderful! In just a few minutes, this single-serving

paprika and enjoy with a beer –

ready meal can be turned into a brilliant family dinner that tastes

also in a jar. Compared to mass-

100% home-made. Help in the kitchen from the master butcher.

produced meatballs, the butcher
has a trump card – special tricks of
the trade which prevent the mixture
from turning rubbery. Because that’s
always the biggest pitfall with ready
meals based on minced meat. You
just can’t beat hand-prepared food.

FASCHIERTEN MIX BURGER

RINDERBOUILLON

ITALIENISCHE KRÄUTER GTK

FASCHIERTEN MIX BURGER

RINDERBOUILLON

MANKEI GRÜNZEUG

BINDUNG FÜR SUPPEN UND SAUCEN

Item No. 38931

Item No. 62003

Item No. 62050

Item No. 38931

Item No. 62003

Item No. 62648

Item No. 00597
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MAIN DISH

MAIN DISH

YELLOW CURRY

RED LENTIL SOUP

Traditional Austrian cuisine is lovely but we shouldn’t ignore exotic dishes such as

It can’t hurt to have a meat-free meal in your range. True, your regular customers

curry, which are enjoying enormous popularity. Curry has long been established in

are certainly not vegetarians, but that doesn’t mean that they never eat meat free,

Austrian restaurants and is purchased and consumed by the bucket load in

or that other family members aren’t enthusiastic about these dishes. But if we are

domestic kitchens. But it is the fresh character, balanced

leaving out the meat, then let’s make it zingy, and “Butcher in a Jar” Red Lentil

flavour profile and creamy smooth consistency that puts a

Soup is certainly that. A light and slightly spicy concoction with plenty of exotic flair.

good curry in a league of its own. It starts with your chicken
and ends with our spices.
PS: with Curry Base Red and Curry Base Green you can
make two more varieties in the blink of an eye.

CURRY BASIS GELB

GEMÜSE BOUILLON

WHITE CURRY

Item No. 62726

Item No. 62200

Item No. 62514
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DESSERT

DESSERT

APPLE COMPOTE

MARBLE CAKE

You provide the fresh apples (and raisins, if you want), and we provide the aromatic

Your partner is a highly talented baker who

cinnamon. Cook everything up together in the jar and it’s ready to sell. Even a sim-

can conjure up a fairytale marble cake to

ple side dish such as apple compote tastes divine when it comes over as practi-

die for? Our warm congratulations – you are

cally home-made. And as well as enjoying it straight from the jar there are plenty of

one of the 0.06% of the population with this

other possibilities: as an accompaniment to a hearty dessert, added to braised red

amazing good luck.

cabbage, as a pancake filling, on top of rice pudding, with sweet dumplings …

For everyone else, you’ve got the
“Butcher in a Jar” Marble Cake to
offer them: light, moist with a pleasant
sweetness and appealing look. And while
snooty caterers serve the same delights
in super-trendy glass jars of their own,
for you it’s just a matter of course.

ZIMT GEMAHLEN

SOFTRÜHRMASSE

Item No. 00856

Item No. 65006
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DESSERT

FRESH FROM THE BUTCHER’S

CREAM CHEESE DESSERT

ACCOMPANIMENTS

Topfenauflauf with strawberry jam (or perhaps stewed plums?),
warm or cold, is a dessert that really is difficult to refuse.
Even if a customer has come into your shop for something
completely different. And ready to eat out of the jar,
this strudel in a jar promises instant pleasure,
without having to clean the kitchen afterwards.
Perhaps a little vanilla ice cream or a dollop
of whipped cream with that …?

PARBOILED RICE

BOILED POTATOES

MIXED VEGETABLE

BREAD DUMPLINGS

DURUM WHEAT

Parboiled rice is

One of Austria’s most

RICE

A staple of Austrian

BERRIES

particularly suitable

popular side dishes.

Often served as an

cuisine and a very

Better known by the

for preparation in a

They go with so many

accompaniment but

popular accompani-

brand name “Ebly”.

jar. It retains its subtly

dishes and are easy

also as a light meal

ment to meat dishes

This tender cereal

grainy texture and

to jazz up with some

in itself. Peas and

with sauce. The taste

grain has been a

hardly sticks at all on

herbs or spices.

carrots are a classic

of the countryside.

traditional side dish

reheating.

addition to all kinds

in France for ever, and

of dishes.

has been conquering
menus here in Austria
for years now.

FRUCHT- UND
SALATFRISCH

SEMMELKNÖDELMIX
Item No. 33988

Item No. 62152

TOPFENAUFLAUFMIX
Item No. 65011
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